大浴場へ行く

GOING TO THE COMMUNAL BATH

1. While ryokans provide an individual (sometimes for family-use) bath for each guest room, they almost always feature large communal baths. In hot spring resorts, the hot spring mineral water is piped into the communal bath. There are separate baths for men and women. Undress in the dressing room and place your clothes in the basket or shelf provided. Then enter the bath area.
2. Remember to bring a towel.
3. Ask the Maid.

ENGLISH

1. 上大浴場

4. Why communal baths?
Perhaps the single most attractive thing about communal baths is the sense of space. The pure luxury of stretching out in a spacious bath seems to melt away your tiredness and makes you feel rejuvenated and refreshed. When entering the bathtub, one strips to the skin without wearing a towel around the body or wearing a swimsuit. Also do not bring a towel into the tub.

4. 大浴場的魅力
上大浴場の魅力はその広さです。
在大浴場內能夠讓您拋開一切疲憊，恢復活力。

大浴場

A. 有沒有浴巾？
B. 大浴場在哪裡？

4. 進入大浴場

A. 進入大浴場
B. 請問大浴場在哪裡？